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Abstract

Imaging studies are essential in the diagnosis, treatment and follow up of IBD patients. The use of bowel imaging
serves to confirm the diagnosis, assess disease extent and characteristics (inflammatory versus fibrostenotic) and
complications.

Accepted methods for bowel imaging in IBD patients are: CT enterography (CTE), MR enteropgaraphy (MRE),
Abdominal ultrasound and capsule endoscopy. Each technique has its advantages and disadvantages.

IBD patients have relatively high risk for colorectal cancer, small bowel cancer lymphomas and other
malignancies. This risk is related to the chronic inflammatory process as well as to immunosuppressive therapy.

Accumulating data shows that exposure to ionizing radiation elevates the risk for malignancy. Even exposure to
relatively low doses of radiation as 50 mSv was shown to cause an increase in the occurrence of solid tumors,
mainly colorectal cancer and urogenital malignancies.

Individualized approach considering patients' symptoms, age, medical history, previous radiation exposure and
malignancy risk as well as the local facilities and experience should guide physicians' decision regarding the
preferred imaging modality.
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Bowel Imaging in Ibd Patients: Review of the Literature
and Current Recommendations

Crohn’s disease (CD) is a chronic inflammatory disorder that may
affect the gastrointestinal tract from the mouth to the anus.
Inflammation is transmural, and therefore may be complicated by
fistula and abscess formation, perforations and fibrotic strictures.
Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a form of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
which affects only the colon, thus causing abdominal pain, bloody
diarrhea and weight loss. Both diseases may cause significant
morbidity and diminished life quality [1-6]. Disease behavior in IBD is
characterized by periods of flare ups with active symptomatic disease
and periods of disease remission [7].

The main goal though treating an IBD patient is to achieve rapidly a
clinical remission and to maintain this remission steady for the long
run. Other goals include prevention of disease progression, irreversible
structural damage to internal organs, medical complications,
hospitalizations and operations and to achieve and maintain a full
quality of life. Achieving complete mucosal healing was shown to be in
good correlation with long term favorable prognosis, and therefore
serves as another treatment target [8].

Imaging studies are essential in the diagnosis, treatment and follow
up of IBD patients. The use of bowel imaging serves to confirm the

diagnosis, assess disease extent and characteristics (inflammatory
versus fibrostenotic) and complications.

Bowel imaging serves both in emergency setup as well as in habitual
disease follow up. In emergency cases bowel imaging is used to
diagnose intra-abdominal complications as bowel perforation, fistulas
or abscess. In routine usage specific bowel imaging serves as a sensitive
tool for periodic follow up of patients with small bowel disease, and to
assess disease and complications reaction to treatment. In these cases
bowel imaging helps to monitor patients' treatment by assessing
inflammation and chronic damage to the intestine. Findings in regular
bowel imaging are essential during follow up of chronic patients and
affect prominently on treatment strategy, medications choices and
dosages and recommendations for surgical or endoscopic
interventions.

Therefore, bowel imaging is now a major tool to determine
treatment decisions in chronic IBD patients, and the average patient
will probably undergo repeated bowel imaging throughout his disease
course.

This review will focus on the main imaging modalities accepted
throughout IBD treatment and follow up, their advantages and
disadvantages, radiation exposure in IBD patient and a suggested
approach towards IBD patients imaging.
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Accepted Methods for Small Bowel Imaging

CTE-Computed Tomography Enterography
CTE enables imaging of all solid organs, the peritoneal cavity and

retroperitoneum and the small intestine [9-13]. Tagging and
expansion of small bowel loops is performed by ingestion of contrast
material dissolved in water.

Small bowel tagging can be done positively (the bowel lumen is
brighter than the surrounding tissues) using contrast material
containing iodine dissolved in water. This technique can be used with
and without IV contrast material [9].

Small bowel tagging may also be achieved by using negative
contrast material dissolved in water. In this technique the bowel lumen
is darker than the surrounding tissues. The contrast materials used are
usually hyperosmolar non-absorbable carbohydrates as lactulose,
manitol, etc.

Negative contrast materials have the advantage of improved
imaging of the small bowel wall, thus allowing a better estimation of
the damage to the bowel wall [9-13]. Negative contrast materials
mandate IV contrast material injection.

CTE has many advantages, as well as some disadvantages.

The technique allows scanning of all organs in the abdomen and
pelvis in a single examination, thus enabling an alternative diagnosis.
CT devices are highly accessible, and many emergency departments
have 24-hour access to CT. The examination is relatively inexpensive.
It is rapidly performed (usually around 10 seconds for a scan), thus
causing minimal inconvenience to the patient and can be performed
with partial patient cooperation. Since CTE is wildly used, there are
many experienced radiologists and technicians trained in performing
and analyzing the examination.

The main disadvantage of the CTE is the radiation involved. The
amount of radiation in a single examination is approximately 15 mSv,
and accumulates with multiple examinations. Thus, as little as three
abdominal CTs can reach an accumulative radiation dose that was
shown to be carcinogenic (see below).

In addition, performing a double bowel assessment with positive
followed by negative contrast material on the same examination is
impossible. Therefore, less information about small bowel wall can be
obtained as compared to Magnetic Resonance enteropgaraphy ( MRE).
Small bowel peristalsis cannot be assessed, and there is relatively
inconvenience to the patient during preparation (drinking liters of
contrast material) [9-13].

Magnetic Resonance Enterography-MRE
MR enterography is an MRI scan dedicated to imaging of the small

bowel. Since each MRI examination is specifically aimed at a specific
part of the body, the examination does not evaluate other abdomen
and pelvic organs [14-18]. Naturally, the MRE has its advantages as
well as disadvantages.

The main advantage of this technique is it´s radiation free quality.

In addition, the examination sequences can be repeated in different
techniques and different planes in order to achieve maximum
information regarding small bowel wall and lumen, and high quality
imaging of extra intestinal complications as abscesses and fistulas may
be obtained. Performing double bowel estimation with positive,

followed by negative, contrast material on the same examination is
possible, and there is an optional imaging of small bowel peristalsis
(functional examination).

Most of the disadvantages of MRE originate from the use of MRI
device itself. The examination cannot be performed in patients with
metal implantations or patients who suffer from claustrophobia. The
duration of the examination is relatively long, and takes between 20-60
minutes until completion. Full patient´s cooperation is necessary
throughout the examination- a major drawback in small children.
Since the focus is on the small bowel, other extraintestinal pathologies
might be missed. The examination is relatively expensive, and is not
easily accessible worldwide. There is a relatively inconvenience to the
patient during preparation (drinking liters of contrast material)
[14-18].

Abdominal and Bowel Ultrasound (US)
Abdominal ultrasound enables imaging of specific intra-abdominal

organs, as well as IBD specific complications as intra-abdominal
abscess and fistulas. For enhanced imaging the usage of advanced
ultrasound devices with high resolution and high frequency probes is
mandatory [19].

The examination does not involve ionizing radiation, it is highly
accessible, relatively inexpensive and therefore affordable worldwide,
easy to perform and causes no inconvenience to the patient. However,
the examination is operator dependent, and necessitates high skilled
ultrasonographist for optimal bowel imaging. There is low resolution
in obese patients and lower sensitivity and specificity for small bowel
pathology as compared to CT and MRI (67-96% and 79-97%,
respectively). The utility of the examination in assessing disease
activity is disputed [20-25].

Video Capsule Endoscopy-VCE
Video capsule endoscopy enables endoscopic noninvasive imaging

of the small bowel. The examination is performed using small capsule
ingested by the patient. After ingestion, the capsule advances with
peristalsis in the bowel lumen until excretion. While in the bowel
lumen, the capsule transmits data to receptors attached to the patients'
abdominal wall. The capsule endoscopy examination is the most
sensitive method for assessing small bowel mucosa [26].

VCE has the highest sensitivity for small bowel mucosal imaging,
involves no inconvenience to the patient and no ionizing radiation.

Nevertheless, the examination is relatively expensive, and is not
easily accessible worldwide. It cannot be performed in emergency
settings and takes a long time to achieve complete imaging of the small
bowel (usually takes a few hours). The examination necessitates high
skilled reader, and time from examination ending to definite results
might be relatively long. Most important, there is a considerable risk of
capsule entrapment in the bowel lumen in patients with bowel
strictures. Therefore, patients with known bowel strictures are not
candidates to this examination [26].

Small Bowel Follow Through
Small bowel follow through is an older technique for small bowel

imaging. This modality involves ingestion of liquid barium followed
by serial X-ray images.
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This technique enables assessment of the bowel lumen and the
existence of fistulas.

However, it is not suitable for assessment of extraintestinal
abdominal organs or complications.

The amount of radiation in a single examination is between 3-6
mSv, and accumulates with multiple examinations [27]. However, due
to its relatively lower diagnostic yield this technique is seldom used
today in the setting of IBD.

Risk of Malignancy in IBD Patients
IBD patients have relatively high risk for colorectal cancer and small

bowel cancer [28-30]. This high risk is related to the chronic
inflammatory process in the bowel, as well as to immunosuppressive
therapy. These patients have higher risk of lymphomas and other
malignancies as well [31,32]. In the light of this high risk of developing
malignant diseases it is highly important not to expose these patients
to other risk factors for malignancy.

Damage from exposure to ionizing radiation is well-recognized.
Studies conducted in atomic radiation survivors showed that acute or
prolonged exposure to ionizing radiation elevates the risk for
malignancy [33,34]. Moreover, even exposure to relatively low doses of
radiation as 50 mSv was shown to cause an increase in the occurrence
of solid tumors, mainly colorectal cancer and urogenital malignancies
[35]. In this context, it is estimated that approximately 2% of the
world's malignant morbidity is the result of radiation for medical
diagnosis [36], and that one out of 1000 patients undergoing
abdominal CT with radiation level of 10 mSv will develop malignant
disease in his life course as a result of radiation exposure [37].
Exposure in young age elevates the risk, since the risk from radiation
unit is age dependent [38,39]. Recent data from over 10 million people
exposed to CT scans in childhood or adolescence showed overall
increased cancer incidence of 24% for exposed compared to
unexposed controls. The incidence rate ratio increased by 0.16 for each
additional CT scan, and was greater after exposure at younger age. The
absolute excess incidence rate for all cancers combined was 9.38 per
100,000 person years at risk [40].

In recent years the practice of small bowel imaging, mainly
abdominal CT, in IBD patient increased in 400 folds and in 840%
[41-44]. Chatu et al found in a meta-analysis that 8.8% of IBD patients
and 11.1% of CD patients are exposed to ionizing radiation of 50 mSv
or higher. Risk factor for high exposure were disease related operation
(odds ratio 5.4) and steroid treatment (odds ratio 2.4) [44].

Recently published data assessing the impact of abdominal CT
performed in the emergency department on IBD patients found that
49.3% of CD patients and 19.2% of UC patients examined in the
department underwent an abdominal CT .Notably, CT findings caused
a change in management in 80.6% of CD patients and 69% of UC
patients [45].

In the light of all data written above, the British Society of
Gastroenterology (BSG) and the European ECCO (Crohn's and Colitis
Organization) published guidelines recommending to minimize IBD
patients exposure to ionizing radiation by using alternative bowel
imaging methods as MRI and US [46,47].

Figure 1: Flow chart- schematic approach to imaging in IBD
patients/suspected IBD patients

Since bowel imaging is essential during disease course of all IBD
patients, a reasonable approach for management will be to stratify
patient's individual risk to radiation exposure. Thus, a young patient
with severe disease that necessitates recurrent hospitalizations,
immunosuppressive therapy and operations can be categorically
classified as a high risk patient. On the other hand, an older patient
with mild disease that does not require immunosuppressive therapy,
hospitalizations or operations will be classified as a low risk patient.
Patients undergoing evaluation for suspected IBD, when the diagnosis
of IBD is not highly probable may also be included in the low risk
category.

In high risk patients immense attention should be attributed
towards minimizing the risk from radiation as much as possible.
Therefore, MRE and US should always be considered in these patients
as first line examination, depending on local facilities and experience.
A schematic approach towards bowel imaging in IBD or suspected
IBD patient (Figure 1).

In conclusion, small bowel imaging is one of the cornerstones
throughout IBD diagnosis and treatment. High quality imaging is
essential in order to establish the diagnosis, assess disease severity,
extra intestinal manifestations and complications. Several imaging
options exist, including CTE, MRE, US and VCE. Individualized
approach considering patients' symptoms, age, medical history,
previous radiation exposure and malignancy risk as well as the local
facilities and experience should guide physicians' decision (Table 1).

Radiation Major advantages Major disadvantages
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Dose, mSv

CTE 20-Oct Scanning all abdominal organs High dose radiation

Accessible IV contrast

Rapid High volume contrast material

Relatively Inexpensive Peristalsis not assessed

Experienced personnel

MRE None Radiation free Not appropriate for claustrophobic and patients with metal
implants

High quality imaging of extraintestinal
complications

Long examination time

Multiplanar imaging capacity Expensive

Imaging of small bowel peristalsis Limited accessibility

Good assessment of mucosal inflammation High volume contrast material

Ultarsound None Radiation free Operator dependant

Highly accessible Lower sensitivity and specifity compared to CTE/MRE

Inexpensive Low resolution in obese

Easy performed

No patient inconvenience

CE None Radiation free Potential risk of capsule entrapment

Most sensitive for small bowel mucosa Limited accessibility

No patient inconvenience Expensive

Sensitive only to small bowel mucosa

Long examination time

Not in emergency and in patients with bowel strictures

Small bowel follow
through

6-Mar Accessible Lower sensitivity for mucosal lesions

Lower ionizing radiation than CTE than CTE/MRE

Inexpensive Long examination time

High volume contrast material

Not suitable for diagnosis of extraintestinal pathologies

 Radiation

Table 1: Imaging modalities- radiation doses and summery of advantages/disadvantages
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